2nd International Conference on Economic and Technological Development in Northeast Asia

August 29—31, 1991
Changchun, China

Schedule

Aug. 28 (Wednesday)  Registration

Aug. 29 (Thursday)
9:00—10:30 AM  Opening Ceremony
Chairman: Prof. Deyong Kong
Opening Speeches:
1. Prof. Bin Ma, API of China
2. Dr. Lee-Jay Cho, EWC
3. Mr. Romulo V. Garcia, UNDP
Greetings:
1. Mr. Yongzheng Hui, SSTCC
2. Mr. Jilin
3. Mr. Youxin Ge, NOA
10:30—10:40  Coffee Break

Main Issues on Regional Development in the Tumen River Area
Chairpersons: Prof. Jingyuan Yu, Dr. Won Bae Kim

10:40—11:20  Development of the Tumen River Area and Its Impacts: Shisheng Ding
11:20—12:00  Comments by Kuribayashi Sumio, L. Bayaraahuu, (DPRK), Kim Ji Soo, Pavel Minakir and Won Bae Kim followed by open discussion

12:00—1:30 PM  Lunch

Chairpersons: Mr. Baozheng Pan, Mr. Sun Sheng

1:30—2:00  Soviet Perspective on a Free Trade Zone in the Tumen River Area: Pavel Minakir
2:00—2:40  Comments by Chai Chen, Toshio Kuroda, (DPRK), Kwak Young Hoon and Stanley Katz followed by open discussion
2:40—3:00  Coffee Break
3:00—3:30  Summary of Regional Infrastructure—Ports and Harbors (main subjects): Zenkichi Wada
3:30—4:10  Comments by (China), Genichirou Kayashima, D. Huldorj, (DPRK), (EPB), and Pavel Minakir followed by open discussion
4:10—4:40  Technological Cooperation in Northeast Asia Development: Won Ki Kwon
4:40—5:20  Comments by Rafiq Aliev, Baozheng Pan, Akihiko Hazaha, D. Ganhuyag, (DPRK), and Ding Ding Wang followed by open discussion
6:00—7:30  Reception by API of China
Chairman: Prof. Deyoung Kong
Toast: Prof. Yiusheng Wang, API of China
Dr. Lee-Jay Cho, EWC
Mr. Romulo V. Garcia, UNDP

Aug. 30 (Friday)

8:30—9:00 AM  Cooperation in Marine Resource Development in the Northeast Asia
Chairpersons: Mr. Takeo Touma, Mr. Yong Wang

9:00—9:40  Transnational Marine Resource Issues and Possible Cooperative Responses: Mark J. Valencia
Comments by (DPRK), Jin Sen Yang, Yoshio Arai, Sung Chul Chung, and Rafiq Aliev followed by open discussion

9:40—9:50  Coffee Break

9:50—10:20  Fisheries and Regional Cooperation: Tsuneo Akaha
Comments by Nikolai Schcherbina and Jin Sen Yang, Takaaki Yokota, (DPRK), Rho Hyune Mo and Mark J. Valencia followed by open discussion

10:20—11:00  Cooperation in Marine Scientific Research: Present & Future: Arkady Alekseev

11:00—11:30  Comments by Hyung Tack Huh, and Shinji Hayatake, (DPRK), and Dezhen Wang followed by open discussion

11:30—12:10 PM  Lunch

Major Economic Issues in Regional Development in the Northeast Asia
Chairpersons: Dr. Arkady Alekseev, (DPRK),
1:30—2:00  Economic Integration in Northeast Asia:  
Burnham Campbell

2:00—2:40  Comments by D. Huldorj, Xinghua Wang, Michio Tomi,  
(DPRK), Hong Jae Im and Vladimir A. Shihalev followed  
by open discussion

2:40—2:55  Coffee Break

2:55—3:25  Regional Cooperation in Northeast Asia: A Spatial  
Perspective: Won Bae Kim

3:25—4:05  Comments by Tianhua Huang, Kenji Hattori, H. Hulan,  
(DPRK), (EPB) and Nikolai Shcherbina followed by open  
discussion

4:05—4:35  Economic Development in Northeast Asia in  
View of Regionalism in the World: Min Shi

4:35—5:15  Comments by Ding Ding Wang, Vladimir A. Shihalev, (DPRK),  
Saito Ryozo, L. Bayaraahuu and Won Ki Kwon followed by  
on open discussion

Prospect for Cooperation on Regional Development in  
the Northeast Asia  
Chairpersons: Dr. Hee Yhon Song, Mr. D. Ghankhuyagh

5:15—5:35  Comments by Deyong Kong

5:35—5:55  Comments by Pavel Minakir

Aug. 31 (Saturday)  
8:30—8:50 AM  Comments by DPRK scholar

8:50—9:10  Comments by Kōnamori Hisao

9:10—9:30  Comments by Chung Byung Ock

9:30—9:50  Comments by L. Bayaraahuu

9:50—10:10  Coffee Break

10:10—10:50  Discussion

Toward Institutionalization of Regional Cooperation  
Chairperson: Prof. Burnham Campbell
10:50—11:20  Institutionalization of Regional Cooperation:
Stanley Katz

11:20—12:00  Comments by Huiping Gong, Takashi Shirasu, (DPRK),
D. Ghankhuyag, Hee Yhon Song, Vladimir A. Shihalev
followed by open discussion

12:00—1:30 PM  Lunch

1:30—2:30  Closing Ceremony
Chairman: Dr. Lee-Jay Cho

1:30—2:00  Concluding Report: Prof. Dengyi Zhang

2:00—2:30  Closing Speeches:
1. Mr. Yongzheng Hui, SSTCC
2. Mr. Romulo V. Garcia, UNDP
3. Mr. , Jilin

6:00—7:30  Banquet Hosted by Jilin Government